Sabin Americana: History of the Americas, 1500–1926

DELVE INTO FIRSTHAND ACCOUNTS FROM MORE THAN 400 YEARS OF HISTORY IN THE AMERICAS

Sabin Americana: History of the Americas, 1500–1926 offers an up-close perspective on life in the Americas, encompassing the arrival of the Europeans on the shores of North America in the late fifteenth century to the first decades of the twentieth century. This easy-to-use digital collection highlights the society, politics, religious beliefs, customs, and momentous events of the time. Users will have quick access to books, pamphlets, broadsides, and documents from an assortment of genres—from sermons and political tracts to legislation and literature. This collection gives researchers the opportunity to bring ideas, facts, and interpretations together in ways they never would have thought possible using traditional research methods.

Nearly 13 million pages and more than 48,000 titles, Sabin Americana: History of the Americas, 1500–1926 opens a window into the Americas through which few get to glimpse. Spanning more than 400 years of history in North, Central, and South America, and the West Indies, it covers discovery and exploration of the Americas, issues around colonization, the institution of slavery, the social and political evolution of major cities and states of the Americas, the American Civil War and Reconstruction, the role of women in the history of the Americas, immigration, government and politics, industrialization, and so much more.
AN INTERDISCIPLINARY PERSPECTIVE ON THE SOCIETY, CULTURE, HISTORY, AND POLITICS OF THE AMERICAS

Drawn from Joseph Sabin’s famed bibliography, Bibliotheca Americana: A Dictionary of Books Relating to America, from Its Discovery to the Present Time, Sabin Americana, 1500–1926, covers four centuries of life in North, Central, and South America, and the West Indies.

Topics covered include:

- **Discovery and Exploration of the Americas**—accounts from British, French, Spanish, Portuguese, Dutch, and Danish explorers
- **Colonization**—American and European views of colonization and firsthand accounts of colonial life in the United States, Canada, Caribbean, and throughout Latin America
- **Slavery**—memoirs of life under slavery, including original speeches, lectures, sermons, discourses, papers, and reports written to the legislatures across America; pamphlets, reviews of the day, books, and international essays expressing both pro- and anti-slavery sentiments in the United States and Caribbean
- **Cities, States, and Territories**—the social and political evolution of America’s expansion from 13 colonies to 48 states and its territories
- **Civil War**—a wide array of memoirs, political tracts, published legislative proceedings, and broadsides that detail the rise and resolution of this conflict
- **Reconstruction**—records that describe the reorganization and reestablishment of the seceded states in the Union after the Civil War
- **Politics**—the story of the birth of campaign literature during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries
- **American Women**—the education, civil rights, domestic life, and employment of women, as well as individual biographical studies
- **Native Americans**—essays, booklets, treaties, congressional speeches, and more document the social attitudes and dealings with indigenous populations. Also included are materials about indigenous populations in Latin America and the Caribbean
- **Immigration**—pamphlets, broadsides, speeches, articles, and books that describe immigration to the Americas
- **Constitution**—pamphlets, letters, speeches, and essays provide detailed information about the early political organization of the American colonies and framing of the Constitution

GALE PRIMARY SOURCES PLATFORM FEATURES AND TOOLS

**Subject Indexing**—Easily find content and view key elements in the text.
**Downloadable OCR**—Keyword-search monographs for a new level of access on all search results.
**Image Viewer**—Zoom, rotate, and reverse to create a custom view in full-screen mode.
**Stand-Alone or Cross-Search Capabilities**—Use the archive on its own or cross-search with other primary source collections to reveal connections that foster deeper understanding.

OPTIMIZED FOR DIGITAL SCHOLARSHIP

Explore this collection more deeply through Gale Digital Scholar Lab—a research experience that removes key barriers of entry into digital scholarship and enables researchers of all levels to quickly build and analyze content sets of primary sources from Gale’s unrivaled portfolio of digital collections.